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Discover Your Optimal Health
This extraordinary work of investigative journalism takes readers inside America’s
isolated Mormon Fundamentalist communities, where some 40,000 people still
practice polygamy. Defying both civil authorities and the Mormon establishment in
Salt Lake City, the renegade leaders of these Taliban-like theocracies are zealots
who answer only to God. At the core of Krakauer’s book are brothers Ron and Dan
Lafferty, who insist they received a commandment from God to kill a blameless
woman and her baby girl. Beginning with a meticulously researched account of this
appalling double murder, Krakauer constructs a multi-layered, bone-chilling
narrative of messianic delusion, polygamy, savage violence, and unyielding faith.
Along the way he uncovers a shadowy offshoot of America’s fastest growing
religion, and raises provocative questions about the nature of religious belief.

His Favorite Cowgirl
Everybody talks about the worship, but nobody does anything about it. The wellknown quote associated with Mark Twain actually goes like this—Everybody talks
about the weather But changing it to "worship" seems appropriate. With Worship
Essentials, Dove Award-winning worship leader Mike Harland helps leaders do
something about it. Perhaps no subject about church generates more opinion and
passion than worship. Walk with the typical church-going family on their way to the
car after the service and just listen. Everybody really does talk about worship. Now,
veteran worship leader and experienced ministry coach Mike Harland offers the
tools worship leaders need to build biblically-faithful and effective worship
ministries without bringing the disruption that often accompanies change. Psalm
67:5 reads, "Let the peoples praise you, God, let all the peoples praise you."
Worship Essentials is here to help.

Beneath a Southern Sky
Cowgirls don’t cry—they just move on. Cowgirl Jolene Bartee has just taken a job at
the New Horizon Ranch helping break wild horses and is looking for a fresh start.
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Almost immediately she’s pulled over by the law…a very hot and hunky sheriff who
has her hackles up and her heart thumping. But if there is one thing she knows, it’s
that Bartee’s and the law don’t mix. Sheriff Deputy Austin Drake is working
overtime helping support his recently widowed sister and niece. Tired and
lonesome he’s decided he’s losing his mind if a sassy mouthed, rumpled cowgirl
with a chip on her shoulder can get his blood rushing and his heart pumping. But,
chemistry can’t be denied and everyone around them is noticing, including the
town matchmakers. Like fire and ice these two ignite as their hearts melt and love
blooms in the midst of obstacles. Let down by too many men in her past can Jolene
trust her heart to Austin? Or is it time to move on… Not if Austin can help it. He’s
out to win Jolene’s heart and prove he’s not like the others and he’s the man to
make her dreams come true. Topics: Cowboy romance, rodeo, clean and
wholesome romance, western romance, sweet romance, contemporary romance,
military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, romance, funny
romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas cowboys, Texas
romance, beach reads, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, horses in
romance, small town romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance,
lighthearted romance, hot romance, debra clopton, debra clopton romance,
proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times
bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming,
heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance
series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop
romance, wealthy hero, rancher, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy,
strong heroine, captivating romance, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary,
Medical examiner, Doctor, best friend, friends to lovers, girl next door, Perfect for
readers who love Samantha Chase, Debbie Macomber, Melody Grace, Annie Rains,
Carolyn Brown, Bella Andre, Lucy Kevin, Pamela Kelley, Pamela M. Kelley, Kay
Correll, Susan Mallery, Jill Sanders, Hope Ramsay, Jean Oram, Becky Wade, Denise
Hunter, Chris Keniston, Linda Lael Miller, Jennifer Ryan, Maisey Yates, A. J. Pine, C.
J. Carmical, Lori Wilde, Shanae Johnson, Callie J. Brooks, Cora Seton, Jennifer
Ashely, Hallmark Movies, Hallmark Romance, Barbara Freethy, Bridesmaid Series,
Beach reads, happily-ever-after, sexy heroes in clean and wholesome books, books
under $4.00

Dream More
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

Billboard
Along Came a Cowboy
When Macy Dillon was five years old her father encouraged her to draw a picture in
the guestbook of a Carolina beach house. The next year, Macy returned to discover
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a drawing by an unidentified little boy on the facing page. Over the next eleven
years the children continue to exchange drawings … until tragedy ends visits to
the beach house altogether. During her final trip to Sunset, Macy asks her
anonymous friend to draw her one last picture and tells him where to hide the
guest book in hopes that one day she will return to find it—and him. Twenty-five
years after that first picture, Macy is back at Sunset Beach—this time toting a
broken family and a hurting heart. One night, alone by the ocean, Macy asks God
to help her find the boy she never forgot, the one whose beautiful pictures touched
something deep inside of her. Will she ever find him? And if she does, will the
guestbook unite them or merely be the relic of a lost childhood?

Even Cowgirls Get the Blues
The surprise heir gets a surprise heir! As the newly revealed secret son of
Oklahoma's most notorious billionaire, ranch foreman Kaden Waite could lose
everything if he doesn't kowtow to his late father's terms. In a desperate moment,
he turns to heiress and friend Pippa Duncan for some very private comfort. But
soon Pippa has a secret of her own—she's having his baby. Kaden is determined
that history not repeat itself: the child will bear his name and Pippa will be his
bride. But Pippa refuses to settle for marriage without love. Is it a stalemate or the
start of something truly special? Claiming the Cowgirl's Baby is part of the Red Dirt
Royalty series.

The Poison Jar
On a reluctant visit home, an icy reception from her Scottish family sends Meg
Campbell fleeing for the train station, determined to spend the holidays alone, but
after pouring her heart out to a fellow traveler, she finds the courage to return
home.

A Cowgirl at Heart
Shane Morgan is delighted when he and his father inherit a ranch and must leave
the rodeo circuit, but their relationship continues to take a stormy path.

A Wreath of Snow
"Deborah Raney reminds us that God’s ways are not our ways…but His paths lead
to fulfillment and joy.” --Angela Elwell Hunt, author of The Note and The Heirs of
Cahira O’Connor series Her Second Husband Healed the Sorrow of a Tragic Loss.
Her First Has Just Returned from the Dead. Which Man Has the Right to Claim
Daria’s Heart? After two years of serving as a missionary in a remote area of South
America, Daria Camfield has returned to the States to mourn her husband,
reportedly killed while providing medical aid to a neighboring Colombian village.
One family discovers how God can redeem any tragedy. At first, Daria finds
comfort only in the daughter born to her after Nate’s tragic death. As she begins to
heal, she also finds a listening ear and a tender heart in her new boss, veterinarian
Colson Hunter. Determined to move forward with life, Daria ignores the still small
voice calling her to wait and accepts Cole’s marriage proposal. But after the
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wedding, Daria’s new dream life turns into a nightmare with the arrival of an
unbelievable telegram:“Nathan Camfield found alive. Flying into K.C. Int’l. via
Bogota…” Now two men have the right to her daughter, her life, and her love. Will
Daria return to her beloved first husband, abandoning Cole? Or will she reject Nate
and choose the only man her daughter has ever called “Daddy”--a man she has
come to cherish with all her heart?

Billboard
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food
industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment,
and food production.

Unwrapping the Gift of Mercy
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

A Kid to the Rescue
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

The Guest Book
Provides biographical information on important figures in today's musical arena,
covering artists working in all genres of modern music, including rock, jazz, pop,
rap, rhythm and blues, folk, New Age, country, gospel and reggae.

Contemporary Musicians
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

Claiming the Cowgirl's Baby
Enjoy a front row seat as two reluctant lovers take center stage in award-winning
author Christine Lynxwiler's latest riveting romance. New York actress Crystal
McCord puts her career on hold to return home to Arkansas to help take care of her
family's ranch. When she meets cowboy neighbor Jeremy Buchanan, sparks fly. But
when Jeremy's never-before-mentioned family appears on the scene, he drops out
of the picture. Will Crystal's country road home turn out to be a dead end? Is it
time for a U-turn back to the Big Apple? Or will Jeremy manage to book her for an
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unlimited engagement?

This Cowgirl Loves This Cowboy: Austin
Includes authors, titles, subjects.

Under the Banner of Heaven
Provides comprehensive information on musicians and groups from around the
world. Entries include a detailed biographical essay, selected discographies,
contact information, and a list of sources.

Cowgirls Don't Cry
Shannon Vanderhoff learned early that everything in life is fleeting. That's why she
won't let herself get attached to anything. Or anyone. Not the traumatized little
boy in her care. And definitely not art therapist Greg Hawkins, who seems as
determined to care for her as he is to heal her nephew. Like a character from one
of his comic books, Greg has swooped in to their rescue, empowering the
child…and loving the woman. But it takes the two of them to turn the boy's life
around. And it takes a kid with special powers all his own to create a loving family.

Billboard
"With his harrowing childhood behind him, cowboy Jess Holden made some
promises to himself. He'll remain a bachelor. Won't ever get involved with a certain
kind of woman. But then he rescues a lovely newcomer-- and two scared calves-from a flash flood in the middle of Texas Hill Country. Not only is veterinarian's
assistant Gabi Newberry a reminder of his past, she's the granddaughter of a Mule
Hollow matchmaker! But as sweet, spunky Gabi tends the ailing cattle on his
ranch, Jess begins to discover that some promises were made to be broken."--P. [4]
of cover.

Books in Print Supplement
When Rachel Donovan, a strong-willed chiropractor with a past, meets Jack
Westwood, a bull-headed cowboy looking for a future, it looks like hate at first
fight. But when the dust settles, it may be love. Can the chiropractor and the
cowboy bridle their growing attraction, or will love ultimately have free reign?

Don't Die, My Love
A stunning debut novel with an intriguing literary hook: written in part as a letter
from a victim to her abductor. Sensitive, sharp, captivating! Gemma, 16, is on
layover at Bangkok Airport, en route with her parents to a vacation in Vietnam. She
steps away for just a second, to get a cup of coffee. Ty--rugged, tan, too old, oddly
familiar--pays for Gemma's drink. And drugs it. They talk. Their hands touch. And
before Gemma knows what's happening, Ty takes her. Steals her away. The
unknowing object of a long obsession, Gemma has been kidnapped by her stalker
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and brought to the desolate Australian Outback. STOLEN is her gripping story of
survival, of how she has to come to terms with her living nightmare--or die trying
to fight it.

Billboard
Who is not captivated by tales of Islanders earnestly scanning their watery
horizons for great fleets of cargo ships bringing rice, radios and refrigerators - ships
that will never arrive? Of all the stories spun about the island peoples of Melanesia,
tales of cargo cult are among the most fascinating. The term cargo cult, Lamont
Lindstrom contends, is one of anthropology's most successful conceptual offspring.
Like culture, worldview and ethnicity, its usage has steadily proliferated, migrating
into popular culture where today it is used to describe an astonishing roll-call of
people. It's history makes for lively and compelling reading. The cargo cult story,
Lindstrom shows, is more significant than it at first appears, for it recapitulates in
summary form three generations of anthropological theory and Pacific studies.
Although anthropologists' enthusiasm for the notion of cargo cult has waned, it
now colors outsiders' understanding of Melanesian culture, and even Melanesians'
perceptions of themselves. The repercussions for contemporary Islanders are
significant: leaders of more than one political movement have felt the need to
deny that they are any kind of cargo cultist. Of particular interest to this history is
Lindstom's argument that accounts of cargo cult are at heart tragedies of thwarted
desire, melancholy anticipation and crazy unrequited love. He makes a convincing
case that these stories expose powerful Western scenarios of desire itself—giving
cargo cult its combined titillation of the fascinating exotic and the comfortably
familiar.

Contemporary Musicians
There is always a still, quiet space before tragedy, when the future is known to the
spirit and the soul quakes with the coming.In an age before the great flood when
the world was new, the beauty of one young woman drew more than admiring
glances. Atarah saw the stranger in her troubled dreams before he approached
her. All he wanted was a drink from her jug of water. But of course, a drink was not
all he wanted.She escaped the Watcher, Semjaza, until after her marriage to her
father's wealthy relative, Naaman. Semjaza came to her in a moment of weakness
when she needed a kind touch, and with the lie she told her husband her journey
to the abyss began.How could one mistake change the course of her life? And how
would she escape Naaman's wrath and find redemption?

The Millionaire and the Cowgirl
Cowgirl Crazy
After a youth filled with tragedy and upheaval, Sarah Miller's life is finally settled
with all echoes of the past silent at last. She happily calls Sanctuary her home and
spends her days teaching at the local school. Sarah's joy at her recent reunion with
her sister, Hannah, and meeting the niece she didn't know she had is too soon
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interrupted when Deputy Sheriff Paul Gleason informs Sarah her sister has been
killed. As she learns more about Hannah's death, the circumstances are eerily
similar to their parents' murder. Sarah enlists Paul's help in digging deeper into the
murders the police are dismissing as burglaries gone wrong. Paul's concern
encourages Sarah's growing feelings for him, but as their investigation peels back
the layers of lies almost twenty years old, they get close to uncovering the truth
one person will do anything to hide--even if that means coming after the last
remaining members of the Miller family.

Her Lone Star Cowboy
From #1 Bestselling, award winning author Debra Clopton: Five ranch-hands
inherit a Texas ranch from their boss and vow to make the New Horizon Ranch the
success their beloved boss envisioned it to be when he chose to leave his legacy in
their care. Along the way they each find the love of a lifetime. You’ll fall in love
with these fun, sweet, emotional love stories. HER TEXAS COWBOY: CLIFF, Book
One She needed someone to love her and never let her gobut she's afraid.
Professional bull rider Cliff Masterson has been chasing his dreams for years but
after rescuing a beautiful cowgirl from being trampled by a bull now he's suddenly
dreaming of love, home and hearth. Because Maddie Rose has had enough people
in her life leave and she's not willing to risk her heart on anyone, especially a bull
rider with wanderlust in his veins. Sparks fly as this determined cowboy tries to
prove to this feisty cowgirl that the only thing he's chasing now is wedding bells
with her Thankfully he's got the help of three meddling matchmakers to help him
get his happily ever after? RESCUED BY HER COWBOY: RAFE, Book Two Five ranchhands inherit a Texas ranch from their boss and are determined to make New
Horizon Ranch the success he envisioned when he chose to leave his legacy in
their care. When runaway bride, Sadie Archer’s car breaks down on the outskirts of
Mule Hollow, Texas, she’s not exactly dressed to fix the blown tire. Then again, she
hadn’t planned on this road trip or her life falling apart a week before her wedding.
But now that she’s hit the road, destination unknown, Sadie’s decided it’s time to
disappear for a while and find out exactly what it is she wants out of life. But first
she needs to change her flat tire and that is easier said than done when one is
wearing… A bunny suit! Ex-cowboy star Rafe Masterson thinks he’s seeing things
at first but yes—that is definitely a female head sticking out of the furry white
bunny suit, tangling with a spare tire. A cowboy who guards his heart carefully,
he’s still always willing to help someone in need…even one wearing white fur from
top to bottom. Completely captivated by the unusual woman, Rafe senses she’s in
trouble in more ways than the flat tire. He’s part owner of the New Horizon Ranch
and offers her a job as cook—even though they don’t need a cook. Sadie accepts
even though she can’t really cook but this is the perfect answer to her needs right
now…and how hard can it be anyway? These two might be down-on-love but love
hasn’t given up on them and the Matchmaking Posse of Mule Hollow has just
gotten them in their sights PROTECTED BY HER COWBOY: CHASE, Book Three
Being a bridesmaid at her best friend’s wedding in the sleepy town of Mule Hollow
Texas is the perfect place for Amber Rivers to lay low to avoid a stalker hot on her
heels back in Houston. She loves her job and her city life and isn’t looking to stay
long in the country-but she’s blindsided by her attraction to the self-assured
rancher, Chase Hartley… Chase agrees to watch over socialite Amber while his
partner heads off on his honeymoon but despite the high voltage sparks lighting up
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between them he has no intention of getting any closer to Amber than necessary
to keep her safe. But he soon realizes there’s a whole lot more to Amber than he
first assumed and keeping his distance is becoming harder with every passing
moment they’re together. An outside threat plus a little friendly tampering from
the meddling Matchmakin’ Posse of Mule Hollow puts this couple on high alert as
they try not to fall in love. LOVING HER BEST FRIEND COWBOY: TY, Book Four Will
Ty Calder, mild mannered partner in the New Horizon Ranch, get his secret
Christmas wish and heal his lonesome heart this season? Four years ago he did the
right thing and sent his best friend, Mia Shaw off with a hug and best wishes in her
quest for her rodeo dreams to come true. But now she’s back for the Christmas
holiday and he’s not sure he can send her off again without revealing his true
feelings… Mia is trying to heal from an injury that could end her run for the
championship. But, lately her heart’s not been completely committed to her rodeo
dreams and Ty has her thinking he might just be the reason. Suddenly, tensions
are running high between Mia and Ty…sparks are flying this Christmas at the New
Horizon Ranch. Now these two are dodging mistletoe, matchmakers and the kiss
they’re both fighting to avoid and longing for. This is going to be one Christmas
these two will remember forever. FAMILY FOR A COWBOY: DALTON, Book Five
Dalton Borne is a cowboy who keeps his past closed up inside. He’s watched his
partners at the New Horizon Ranch find love and he’s happy for them and even
envious. But his past prevents him from believing he deserves a future that
includes a love of his own. But then one stormy night he rescues a very pregnant
Rae Anne Tyson from floodwaters and nearly ends up delivering her baby on the
side of the road. Suddenly Dalton’s life is turned upside down and no matter what
he believes he does or doesn’t deserve—he can’t walk away from helping Rae
Anne.. THE MISSION OF HER COWBOY: TREB, Book Six Former special ops soldier
Treb Carson has returned to his ranching roots joining up with the New Horizon
Ranch. Afghanistan and the loss of his brother have him ready to move forward
into happier times-he's looking for love and to start a family. He’s not expecting to
be captivated by Megan Tanner, the completely wrong woman for his plans. The
workaholic, new veterinarian in town doesn't have marriage on her agenda and
she’s made that clear, but he can’t get her or the kiss they share off his mind.
Megan Tanner has her personal reasons for not believing in happily-ever-after, but
now she’s moved to the hometown of the Matchmakin’ Posse of Mule Hollow.
Avoiding their antics is easy for now, its calving season and that means no time for
anything but work and building her vet practice. But then she’s blindsided by the
smokin’-hot, ex-military cowboy and the immediate sparks she can’t deny or the
kiss she can’t forget. And he’s got a certain three, nosy ladies on his side…can the
“Posse” help this couple find their happily-ever-after? MADDIE’S SECRET BABY:
NEW HORIZON RANCH SHORT STORY, Book Seven Keeping a secret has never
been so hard—all Maddie wanted to do was let Cliff be the first to know they were
expecting a baby! But getting caught in a hold up at the Sip-N-Go with the
Matchmakin’ Posse (aka the grapevine of Mule Hollow) and two teenagers, has
Maddie fighting to keep chaos from breaking out inside the convenience store. And
now just getting everyone out alive is Maddie’s goal. But Maddie’s used to
wrangling cattle and bulls into line and doing what it takes to get the job
done…now, keeping three feisty, old ladies from driving the robbers to shoot them
just to shut them up is proving to be a rodeo of a new kind. Keeping her baby
secret, fighting robbers, the Posse and morning sickness has Maddie unsure if
she’ll ever see Cliff again, much less share her secret baby news. Don’t miss story
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#7 in the New Horizon Ranch series. A short story involving Maddie and Cliff from
book #1 in the series. If you’ve been hoping for baby news for them during this
series you’ll enjoy this quick fun read. THIS COWGIRL LOVES THIS COWBOY:
AUSTIN, Book Eight Cowgirls don’t cry—they just move on. Cowgirl Jolene Bartee
has just taken a job at the New Horizon Ranch helping break wild horses and is
looking for a fresh start. Almost immediately she’s pulled over by the law…a very
hot and hunky sheriff who has her hackles up and her heart thumping. But if there
is one thing she knows, it’s that Bartee’s and the law don’t mix. Sheriff Deputy
Austin Drake is working overtime helping support his recently widowed sister and
niece. Tired and lonesome he’s decided he’s losing his mind if a sassy mouthed,
rumpled cowgirl with a chip on her shoulder can get his blood rushing and his heart
pumping. But, chemistry can’t be denied and everyone around them is noticing,
including the town matchmakers. Like fire and ice these two ignite as their hearts
melt and love blooms in the midst of obstacles. Let down by too many men in her
past can Jolene trust her heart to Austin? Or is it time to move on… Not if Austin
can help it. He’s out to win Jolene’s heart and prove he’s not like the others and
he’s the man to make her dreams come true. Topics: Cowboy romance, rodeo,
clean and wholesome romance, western romance, sweet romance, contemporary
romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, romance,
funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas cowboys, Texas
romance, beach reads, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, horses in
romance, small town romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance,
lighthearted romance, hot romance, debra clopton, debra clopton romance,
proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times
bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming,
heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance
series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop
romance, wealthy hero, rancher, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy,
strong heroine, captivating romance, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary,
Medical examiner, Doctor, best friend, friends to lovers, girl next door, Perfect for
readers who love Samantha Chase, Debbie Macomber, Melody Grace, Annie Rains,
Carolyn Brown, Bella Andre, Lucy Kevin, Pamela Kelley, Pamela M. Kelley, Kay
Correll, Susan Mallery, Jill Sanders, Hope Ramsay, Jean Oram, Becky Wade, Denise
Hunter, Chris Keniston, Linda Lael Miller, Jennifer Ryan, Maisey Yates, A. J. Pine, C.
J. Carmical, Lori Wilde, Shanae Johnson, Callie J. Brooks, Cora Seton, Jennifer
Ashely, Hallmark Movies, Hallmark Romance, Barbara Freethy, Bridesmaid Series,
Beach reads, happily-ever-after, sexy heroes in clean and wholesome books, books
under $4.00

New Horizon Ranch Complete Collection 1-8
Expanding on her popular commencement speech at the University of Tennessee
and drawing on her own life experiences, the country superstar explores the four
great hopes she urges everyone to embrace--dream more, learn more, care more,
and be more.

Cargo Cult
Sometimes the road to happily ever after takes detours you never saw
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coming?Deb isn't used to needing anyone's help. But an unexpected pregnancyand single motherhood-turns out to be more than she can manage on her own.
Thankfully, her best friend is there to lend a helping hand. The fact that he
suddenly seems way more attractive than usual? Well, surely that's just her
postpartum hormones talking?right?Mitch is used to getting what he wants. Except
her, that is. He's falling hard for Deb and her baby girl, but she seems determined
to keep him in the friend zone. Seriously, what's a guy got to do to win an Aussie
cowgirl's heart?Now with Deb struggling with the challenges of motherhood, will
Mitch ever capture it or will Deb make the mistake of a lifetime?A Cowgirl's Heart,
book 2 in the Barrels and Hearts series, is a clean and wholesome contemporary
romance featuring a strong, feisty, Aussie cowgirl heroine and the friend who
eventually ropes her heart. Grab your copy today and let the wild ride begin.

Deadly Echoes (Finding Sanctuary Book #2)
As an internationally gifted speaker and author, David Bennett explains how God
uses believers with the Gift of Mercy to benefit the Body of Christ. Using Biblical
characters, great historical men of faith, and contemporary real-life people, David
opens the heart and soul of Christians spiritually endowed with the Motivational
Gift of Mercy. Beginning with Scripture, David defines and demonstrates the Gift of
Mercy as it plays out in real life Christianity. Gleaning from the personal lives of
past and present saints, David details how the believer with this Gift can be
characterized, identified, motivated, and used in the Church of Jesus Christ today.
David believes that for the body of Christ to function successfully each member
must recognize his divine purpose and function for the health and growth of the
body, and carry out his intended objectives and responsibilities in the power of the
Spirit.

Billboard
Falling in love with Luke, a talented football player with a promising future, Julie
Ellis encourages him to see a doctor when he falls ill, and she is horrified when he
is diagnosed with Hodgkin's lymphoma.

Cowboys Don't Cry
Presents a program that shows how to integrate a healthy lifestyle, maintain a
healthy weight, and live longer.

AB Bookman's Weekly
Kaleigh's quest for success in journalism brings her right back home to help
reading-disabled kids on the McCord ranch, alongside Sterling Moss, a renowned
music artist, and Dr. Simon Chandler, a disillusioned pediatrician.

Worship Essentials
You Can Go Home Again A stint as ranch manager on the Circle P may be the
perfect way for Hank Judd to reconnect with his ten-year-old daughter. And selling
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his former girlfriend's family ranch will provide the cash he needs to restart his
failed real-estate business. He just has to resist falling for the girl next door all over
again. Kelly Tompkins needs to sell her grandfather's ranch quickly to pay for his
medical expenses and get back to Texas before she loses her chance at a
promotion. Hank is the last person she wants to see, but she can't deny she needs
his help. But spending time with the boy who let her down twelve years ago may
unearth a heartache that has never truly healed….

A Cowgirl's Heart
A fan-favorite by #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson, originally
published in 1996. Ten years ago, an innocent Samantha Rawlings had
surrendered herself to a man whose blue-eyed gaze promised forever. But when
the summer sun faded, Kyle Fortune was gone, and Samantha was left to raise
their child alone and in secret. But now, the restless millionaire has returned to
Wyoming’s wide-open spaces. Suddenly, he’s face-to-face with the willful beauty
he’s never forgotten—and a blue-eyed daughter he’s never known. Originally
published in 1996.

Fast Food Nation
Welcome to the Ozarks, the setting of award-winning author Christine Lynxwiler’s
latest breath-taking romance, where the lives of a timid dog whisperer and an outfor-revenge reporter collide. Elyse McCord, the biological daughter of a modernday Bonnie and Clyde, turns into a mighty warrior when a dog’s well-being is at
stake. Finding herself in the sights of a pistol-wielding maniac whose been
mistreating his dog, she’s suddenly swept to safety by Andrew Stone, a widower
bent on hunting down his wife’s killers. Is there any future for an outlaw’s daughter
and a Texas ranger’s son?

The Reluctant Cowgirl
"Twyla Taylor is one frustrated cowgirl She's spent ten years nursing a crush on her
brother's best friend Ryan Easter, who thinks of her as no more than his little
sister. When Twyla catches Ryan with yet another no-good buckle bunny and calls
him out, he tells her to get a life, and that is exactly what she decides to do Ryan
Easter is one frustrated cowboy. He's winning every night at bronc riding, and has
a different woman in every city. Mostly so he can keep his best friend's fiery little
sister, and his desire for her, at bay If her brother knew what he was thinking, he
would kill Ryan, if her daddy didn't first His diversion tactics work like a charm,
until one night he pushes her too far, and Twyla takes off He finds [her] in Dallas
and decides she's definitely gone cowgirl crazy. He barely recognizes her, because
his barrel-racing tomboy is wearing makeup that looks like it was put on with a
putty knife and she's working at a bar which borders on a cowgirl strip club Twyla
refuses to leave with him, and Ryan knows he better make his final arrangements,
or come up with another way to convince her and fast"--Publisher's description.
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"She's Your Daughter." The adorable girl in pink cowboy boots is his child? Six
years ago, rodeo star Cody Jacobs left the woman he loved without looking back.
Now, with newfound faith, he's come to make amends—only to discover the
daughter he didn't know about. Struggling single mother Bailey Cross is rightfully
wary to trust him with their child's heart—and her own. But Cody's not running
away again. Hearing his little cowgirl call him "Daddy" has changed him. Suddenly,
something else is more important than riding bulls and winning titles: a first
chance at fatherhood. And a second chance at love.

Cue
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

His Little Cowgirl
The whooping crane rustlers are girls. Young girls. Cowgirls, as a matter of fact, all
“bursting with dimples and hormones”—and the FBI has never seen anything quite
like them. Yet their rebellion at the Rubber Rose Ranch is almost overshadowed by
the arrival of the legendary Sissy Hankshaw, a white-trash goddess literally born to
hitchhike, and the freest female of them all. Freedom, its prizes and its prices, is a
major theme of Tom Robbins’s classic tale of eccentric adventure. As his robust
characters attempt to turn the tables on fate, the reader is drawn along on a
tragicomic joyride across the badlands of sexuality, wild rivers of language, and
the frontiers of the mind.
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